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Director Connections in the Mutual Fund Industry 
 

Abstract 

This paper studies the impact of director-manager relationships on mutual fund performance.  

Mutual funds connect to publicly traded firms when a fund director is also an employee of a firm. I posit 

these relationships facilitate information flow from the director to the manager, impacting portfolio 

choices and investment returns. I find funds hold larger stakes in connected stocks, and earn higher 

returns around earnings announcements on these holdings. Specifically, following the formation of a 

director connection, funds increase their holdings of the connected stock by an average of 17.5 percent. 

With respect to returns, in the days around earnings announcements, the cumulative abnormal returns 

of held connected stocks exceed the cumulative abnormal returns of unheld connected stocks by 0.63 

percentage points per announcement. In addition to information flow, funds can benefit from 

connections to publically traded firms by securing profitable fund inflows. I find more connected funds 

experience higher levels of fund inflows. For each director connection, the fund increases its annual fund 

inflow by 1.64 percentage points. Overall, my results suggest that the impact of connected directors on 

mutual funds extends beyond their formal fiduciary responsibilities.  
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 Introduction 

The mutual fund late trading scandal of 2003 brought the importance of mutual fund oversight 

to the public’s attention. Vital to protecting shareholder interests from the self-interests of the fund’s 

management is the independent director. Federal law requires at least 50 percent of a fund’s directors 

to be independent. From 2000 to 2008, the percentage of mutual fund boards with over 75 percent of 

board seats held by independent directors increased from 52 percent to 88 percent1. However, boards 

dominated by independent directors can create unintended consequences. In the investing world, who 

you know can affect how you invest. Anderson, Mansi and Reeb (2004) report 56 percent of corporate 

directors are executives at other firms2. Thus, within mutual fund board rooms, fund managers get to 

know corporate executives.  

This paper examines the professional network that exists within mutual funds among a fund’s 

manager and its directors.  A mutual fund becomes connected to a publicly traded firm when a director 

of the fund is simultaneously an employee of a publicly traded firm. Research shows that investors rely 

on geographical (Coval and Moskowitz (2001)), professional (Hong, Kubik and Stein (2005), Duan, 

Hotchkiss and Jiao (2011)) and social ((Cohen, Frazzini and Malloy (2008)) networks to acquire 

information that informs investment decisions. Being part of a network provides a comparative 

advantage in the acquisition of information, which in turn allows information about companies to flow 

along the path of least resistance to connected investors.  

                                                           
1
 Investment Company Institute, Overview of Fund Governance Practices: 1994 to 2008. 

http://www.ici.org/pdf/pub_09_fund_governance.pdf 
2
 Anderson, Mansi and Reeb (2004) report the employment background of directors at S&P 500 firms. To the best 

of my knowledge no previous paper reports data on the employment background of mutual fund directors. 
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Directors who are employees of public firms are likely to possess private information about 

these firms (Cohen, Frazzini and Malloy (2008)).  Mutual fund managers have a large incentive to obtain 

private information. If fund managers extract such information from directors, I hypothesize that mutual 

funds will place large bets on connected firms and achieve high returns on these holdings.  To study this 

network, I assembled a unique dataset containing 4,342 distinct fund-firm director connections between 

2000 and 2008. 

The central finding of this paper is that the director network facilitates information flow from 

the connected firm to the fund, impacting portfolio choices and investment returns.  Funds hold larger 

stakes in in-network connected stocks compared to out-of-network unconnected stocks. Specifically, I 

find that following the formation of a director connection, funds increase their holdings of connected 

stocks by an average of 17.5 percent (t=2.38). After controlling for fund and stock specific factors, 

conditional on a fund actively holding a stock, I find funds hold 6.21 percent (t=6.43) larger stakes in 

connected stocks compared to unconnected stocks. With respect to investment returns, I compare the 

Cumulative Abnormal Returns (CAR) around quarter earnings announcements of held connected stocks, 

unheld connected stocks, and unconnected stocks.  Depending on the specification, the quarterly CAR of 

the held connected stocks exceeds the quarterly CAR of unheld connected stocks by 0.63 percent to 

1.16 percent (t=2.07 to t=3.42). The quarterly CAR of held connected stocks exceeds the quarterly CAR 

of unconnected stocks by 0.60 percent to 0.84 percent (t=2.20 to t=2.95). 

A second aim of this paper is to identify alternative mechanisms through which the fund is able 

to accrue benefits from the director network. Mutual funds generate profits by charging shareholders a 

fixed percentage of the assets they invest. Thus, by increasing its assets under management (AUM), a 
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fund will increase its profitability. Cohen and Schmidt (2009) find that mutual funds use reciprocating 

relationships with publicly traded firms to secure 401(K) trusteeships, which in turn boosts their AUM. I 

hypothesize that the director network enables connected funds to acquire greater fund inflows than 

unconnected funds. The findings of this paper support this hypothesis, indicating that the impact of the 

director network extends beyond information flow. With respect to fund flows, after controlling for fund 

and firm specific factors, I find that for each firm to which the fund is connected, annual AUM inflows to 

the fund increase by 1.64 percentage points (t=5.23). Furthermore, the network effect is concentrated 

in the connections the fund holds. I find for each connected firm the fund holds, the annual AUM inflow 

increases by 4.43 percentage points (t=4.24), compared to 1.18 percentage points (t=3.33) for each 

unheld connection. Furthermore I find held connections, but not unheld connections, reduce the 

probability of a fund experiencing large outflows. The stronger effect found in held connections may be 

because these connections proxy for stronger fund-firm relationships, or because the fund-firm 

relationships are reciprocatory, consistent with Cohen and Schmidt (2009). 

This paper contributes to the literature studying the effect of information networks on investor 

portfolio choice and investment returns. To the best of my knowledge, this is the first paper to study the 

director network and its impacts on information flow. The director network is built on a more direct 

relationship than previously studied information diffusion networks. 

The second contribution of this paper is to the mutual fund governance literature.  This 

literature has focused on how various incentives impact a director’s ability to carry out his fiduciary 

responsibilities to the fund, finding that factors which align director incentives with the shareholders 

(and away from the fund managers) allow the director to better execute his fiduciary responsibility 
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(Tufano and Sevick (1997), Del Guercio, Dann and Partch (2003), Ferris and Yan (2007), Khorana, Tufano 

and Wedge (2007), Cremers, Driessen, Maenhout and Weinbaum (2009)).  My paper adds to the fund 

governance literature by explicitly studying a non-fiduciary mechanism through which the directors 

influence fund performance. 

The third contribution of this paper is to the literature examining the impact of fund-firm 

networks on AUM fund flows (Cohen and Schmidt (2009), Duan, Hotchkiss and Jiao (2011)). Cohen and 

Schmidt (2009) find that funds use connections to publicly traded firms to facilitate increases in AUM by 

being named the firm’s 401(K) trustee. Furthermore they find that these relationships are reciprocatory; 

funds overweight their holdings in 401(K) connected firms independent of any information effects. I find 

that director connections also affect fund flows. With respect to Cohen and Schmidt (2009), my result 

suggests that the director network may play in a role in 401(K) and pension trustee appointments. 

I. Literature Review 

Two distinct literatures inform this paper, works examining the impact of information networks 

on the portfolio choices and investment returns, and works examining the impact of mutual fund 

directors on fund performance and investment returns. 

The Impact of Networks on Mutual Funds 

This paper and Kuhnen (2009) link the fund governance and network literatures.  Kuhnen (2009) 

focuses on the reciprocating relationship that exists between the fund adviser and directors. When a 

fund is created the fund adviser appoints the fund’s original directors. Following the formation of the 

fund, the board of directors is responsible for overseeing and, if necessary, replacing the adviser. 
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Kuhnen (2009) hypothesizes that this arrangement may lead to a quid pro quo between the director and 

adviser. To increase the likelihood of appointments to future positions, directors may curry favor with 

the adviser by neglecting their fiduciary responsibilities to the fund’s shareholders. She finds directors 

and advisers are more likely to appoint each other if they have previous business relationships. With 

respect to fiduciary impacts, she finds that the strength of the adviser-director relationship is correlated 

with higher fund expense ratios, but the effect is not statistically significant. She conjectures that the 

negative effects of favoritism are counteracted by improved monitoring facilitated by the stronger 

director-adviser relationship. I expand upon her work by examining if the documented exchange of 

favors between the director and adviser extend to information and fund flows. 

Cohen, Frazzini and Malloy (2008) study the network that forms when senior officers at public 

companies and mutual fund managers attend the same university. They find that funds hold larger 

stakes in connected stocks, and generate large abnormal returns from these holdings. My paper and 

Cohen, Frazzini and Malloy (2008) both study how fund-firm networks can affect the portfolio choices 

and investment performance of mutual funds. However, the two networks differ in the intensity and 

nature of their connections. Firm employees in the education network are not directly paid by the fund 

and no data exists on their level of fund ownership. In contrast, fund directors are directly paid by the 

fund and are often heavily invested in the funds they oversee.  Ferris and Yun (2007) report the average 

independent mutual fund director earns $32,000 per board appointment. Chen, Goldstein, and Jiang 

(2008) estimate the average director’s ownership stake in the funds they oversee to be $267,000. Thus, 

fund directors who facilitate information flow to the manger can be directly rewarded with additional 

lucrative board appointments, and increases in the value of their investments. 
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Cohen and Schmidt (2009) study the fund-firm network that forms when a fund is the trustee of 

a publically traded firm’s 401(K).  They provide evidence that funds use the 401(K) relationships to 

secure asset flows into the fund. They also find that connected funds significantly overweight their 

holdings in the firm’s stock. Furthermore, they find 401(K) linked funds provide price support for the 

firm’s stock. Around times of substantial selling by all other funds, the 401(K) linked funds purchase the 

firm’s stock. They show the higher holdings are not associated with higher returns, implying this 

behavior is independent of information. The findings of Cohen and Schmidt (2009) imply that firms are 

willing to participate in a quid pro quo with mutual funds, where 401K trusteeships are exchanged for 

large stable institutional holdings.  Applied to the director network, this finding implies that directors, 

acting as a proxy for their employing firm, may use the director network to court large stable 

institutional holdings for the firm, or other corporate visibility benefits. Additionally, funds may use the 

director network to court 401(K) business and increase their AUM flows.  Duan, Hotchkiss and Jiao 

(2011) extend the findings of Cohen and Schmidt (2009) by examining the connections formed between 

firms and the fund families that manage their pension plans. Unlike Cohen and Schmidt (2009), Duan, 

Hotchkiss and Jiao (2011) find that an information exchange occurs between the fund family and firm. 

They find that the stocks connected firms sells experience low future returns, but connected purchases 

are not associated with increased returns. They conjecture this asymmetry is the result of pension 

business considerations dominating stock purchases, while information considerations dominating stock 

sales. 

The Impact of Directors on Mutual Funds 
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A conflict of interest exists within mutual funds. They are required to maximize profits for their 

outside owners, while minimizing the costs charged to shareholders.  The primary purpose of the 

director is to mitigate this agency problem by serving a fiduciary role within the fund.  They are formally 

responsible for “approving the funds major contracts with service providers (including, notably, the 

fund’s investment manager), approving fund policies and procedures to ensure the fund’s compliance 

with federal securities laws, and undertaking oversight of the performance of the fund’s operations3”.  

Previous research has focused on how the incentives directors face impact their ability to carry out their 

fiduciary responsibilities. My paper adds to this literature by expanding this analysis to the director’s 

impact on the fund’s investment decisions. With respect to fiduciary responsibilities, directors act as 

arbitrators in a zero sum game between the fund’s shareholders and the fund’s adviser. With respect to 

investment performance, however, shareholder and adviser interests are aligned; high returns benefits 

both parties. Incentives that previous research has shown lead directors to act against the shareholders 

interest with respect to fiduciary responsibilities, will not necessarily have the same impact on 

investment performance. Instead, any factor that aligns director interests with the shareholder or the 

manager, should improve information flow from the director to the manager.  

The SEC takes several steps to insure that director interests are aligned with the shareholder. 

They require mutual funds to disclose the independence, employment history, tenure, number of funds 

overseen, compensation and fund ownership of the fund’s directors. Furthermore, under the 

Investment Company Act of 1940, mutual funds are required to have a board composed of at least 40 

percent independent directors, and only the independent directors of funds are allowed to select and 

                                                           
3
 2011 Investment Company Institute Factbook. http://www.icifactbook.org/fb_appa.html 
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nominate future independent directors. The director nomination process is particularly relevant to the 

alignment of director interests.  When a mutual fund is first formed, the fund adviser selects the initial 

independent board members of the fund. This insures none of the initial directors are truly 

independent. Furthermore, the initial independent directors are responsible for nominating future 

independent directors, ensuring no director is ever truly independent of the fund adviser. 

The fund governance literature studies the effect SEC defined independence, director 

compensation, tenure and fund ownership have on the director’s ability to carry out their fiduciary 

responsibilities.   This research finds the presence of SEC defined independent directors improve the 

quality of mutual fund governance as measured by expense ratios (Tufano and Sevick (1997), Del 

Guercio, Dann and Partch (2003), Ferris and Yan (2007)), the willingness to accept value enhancing 

restructurings and mergers (Khorana, Tufano and Wedge (2007)), and the probability of being 

implicated in a fund scandal (Ferris and Yan (2007)). With respect to director compensation, the 

research supports the notion that director compensation can be seen as a proxy for potential adviser 

influence over the board of directors. Tufano and Sevick (1997), Del Guercio, Dann and Partch (2003) 

and Ferris and Yan (2007) find that increased director compensation is associated with higher 

shareholder fees.  Ferris and Yan (2007) provide evidence that the probability of a fund scandal is 

positively related to independent director compensation.  

Del Guercio, Dann and Partch (2003) conjecture that the length of the relationship between 

adviser and director may hinder the director’s ability to remain objective, because over time the 

interests of the director and the adviser become aligned. Empirically, Del Guercio, Dann and Partch 

(2003) and Ferris and Yan (2007) find that director tenure has no effect on fund expense ratios or the 
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probability a fund is involved in a scandal. Ferris and Yan (2007) attribute this lack of an effect to the fact 

that tenure may also proxy for director experience which would have a positive effect on the fund.  

Cremers, Driessen, Maenhout and Weinbaum (2009) study the impact of director ownership of 

the fund on the performance of the fund. They find evidence that director ownership is positively 

related to fund performance, and funds with high levels of director ownership outperform those with 

low levels director ownership. They demonstrate that only a small part of this abnormal return is due to 

lower fees, indicating the director’s influence on fund performance extends beyond fee levels. They 

conjecture that increased director ownership aligns the director and shareholder interests, improving 

the director’s incentive to monitor the fund adviser. Within the framework of my paper, if information 

flow helps funds earn abnormal returns, directors who facilitate information flow to their fund and have 

ownership stakes in their fund will experience direct increases in their levels of wealth. 

II. Data 

This study uses data from a variety of sources. The Standard & Poor’s Capital IQ database and 

the Compustat Execucomp database were used to identify the names of mutual fund directors.  The SEC 

Edgar database was used to collect the employment history of each mutual fund director. The Thomson 

Financial CDA/Spectrum Mutual Fund database provided mutual fund holdings data. The Compustat 

IBES database provided earnings announcement dates. Lastly, the CRSP database provided monthly 

return data for the holdings of each mutual fund, and was used to calculate AUM fund flows.  I try to 

make as few assumptions as possible about the nature of the impacts of the director network. As a 

result, I choose an inclusive sample containing all US based mutual-funds that hold domestic stocks. My 
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sample includes only the domestic stock holdings of each fund, covering 4,189 mutual funds over the 

years 2000 to 2008. 

To my knowledge, this is the first paper to identify and study the fund-firm director network. 

Previous research on mutual fund directors has mainly relied on hand collected data, and as a result was 

limited to small samples.  The only feasible way to gather a large sample of director connections is 

through an automated process.  After obtaining  mutual fund director names from the Capital IQ 

database, I used a web crawling algorithm designed by Engelberg and Sankaraguruswamy (2007) to 

search for the director names in all N-CSR (N-30D prior to 2003) and 10-K SEC filings from 2000 to 2008. 

The N-CSR filings identify the mutual funds the directors worked at, while the 10-K filings identify the 

firms the directors worked at. If a director appears in the N-CSR filing of a mutual fund and the 10-K 

filing of a firm in the same year, the fund and firm are identified as connected to each other. The 

aggregate of these connections form the director network. Appendix A describes the director network 

dataset collection process in greater detail.  

(Insert Table 1 about Here) 

Panel A of Table 1 presents descriptive statistics on the scope of the director network. Both fund 

company and mutual fund data are recorded. The fund company is the location of the board of 

directors, while the mutual fund is the location of the investment decision maker, the fund manager. A 

fund company oversees one or more mutual funds. Thus, two mutual funds in the same fund company 

will have the same board of directors. In total there were 1,272 unique fund companies and 4,190 
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unique mutual funds in the sample. In each year of the sample there were on average 1,000 fund 

companies and 2,993 mutual funds.  

The data collection process identifies all of the publicly traded firms with which directors are 

affiliated. Unique fund-firm connections totaling 4,342 were identified over the sample, averaging 1,365 

connections per year.  Of the unique fund-firm connections, 849 are held at least once over the course 

of the sample, with an average of 212 fund-firm connections held each quarter. Connections data is 

collected on an annual basis and thus reported annually, while holdings data is collected and recorded 

quarterly. 

Panel B of Table 1 presents descriptive statistics on the director network from the perspective of 

the connected fund. The average fund company in the sample has 4.64 identified independent directors 

on its board4 and 1.37 director connections5.  Of these connections the average mutual fund holds 0.11 

connected stocks.  

 (Insert Table 2 about Here) 

Table 2 presents summary statistics describing the size and ownership of connected firms. Panel 

A presents data on the scope of the directors network within the CRSP universe of stocks. On average, 

4.38 percent of stocks in the CRSP universe were connected to a fund each year, representing 14.75 

percent of the outstanding market capitalization. 1.12 percent of the CRSP universe was connected and 

held by a mutual fund, representing 7.25 percent of the outstanding market capitalization.  

                                                           
4
 Using a hand collected sample of the 448 fund boards from 2002, Ferris and Yun (2007) report an average of 4.52 

independent directors per board. The Investment Company Institute reports an average of 6 independent directors 

per board as of 2008.   I expect some discrepancy between the characteristics of my sample and those of past 

research due to differences in the sample and data collection method. 
5
 Approximately 50% of all identified connections are eliminated by robustness checks described in Appendix A. 

The reported connection statistics are probably much smaller than the true scope of the director network. 
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Panel B of Table 2 compares the size of connected firms to the size of firms in the CRSP Universe 

and the size of firms in the mutual fund sample. The average market capitalization of connected firms 

($8.57B) was larger than the average size of CRSP firms ($2.31B) and firms held by the funds in the 

sample ($2.81B). It is not surprising that connected firms are on average larger than unconnected firms. 

Large firms have more employees, and their employees are more prestigious as potential directors 

compared to the employees of small firms.  

III. Results: The Director Network and Mutual Fund Portfolio Choice 

This section examines the effect of the director network on the portfolio choices of mutual 

funds.  If managers extract information from directors, mutual funds will place larger bets on in-network 

connected firms to profitably exploit the information.  Establishing that the director network impacts 

mutual fund holdings is an important first step in establishing that the director network facilitates 

information diffusion.  

Holdings around Connection Formation & Termination 

Table 3 uses a paired t-test to compare the level of holdings when the firm is connected to the 

fund, to the level of holdings when the firm is not connected to the fund.  Unless otherwise specified, all 

data in this paper is from the years 2000 to 2008. I use two different measures to gauge the level of 

holdings of a stock: “Percent Held,” which reports the proportion of connected and unconnected funds 

holding a given stock; and “Portfolio Weight,” which is the dollar value of a fund’s holdings of a stock, 

divided by the dollar value of all the fund’s holdings. For more information on the construction of these 

statistics please see Appendix B. 

(Insert Table 3 about Here) 
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Panel A of Table 3 tests the null hypothesis that the difference in holdings before and after the 

formation of the direction connection is equal to zero. The average holding size for each fund-firm 

connection is computed using data from the eight quarters prior to and after the formation year of the 

connection.  The year the connection is initiated is excluded from the analysis, as it is unclear which 

quarter within the year the connection is formed. The results show that following the formation of a 

connection, the likelihood the fund will own the connected stock increases 0.90 percentage points (t = 

3.10), and the Portfolio Weight of the stock increases 0.012 percentage points (t=2.38). In relative terms 

this represents an economically significant 11.52 percent and 17.47 percent increase in the Percent Held 

and Portfolio Weight metric. 

Panel B of Table 3 tests the null hypothesis that the difference in holdings before and after the 

director connection ends is equal to zero. Panel B uses the same methodology as Panel A, but focuses on 

connection terminations rather than formations. The results show that following the termination of a 

connection, the likelihood the fund will own the connected stock decreases 1.13 percentage points (t = -

2.99), or 13.21 percent in relative terms. The Portfolio Weight of the stock decreases 0.024 percentage 

points (t=-3.79), or 34.83 percent in relative terms. 

Holdings Regression Analysis 

Table 4 uses pooled OLS regressions to compare the level of active fund holdings of connected 

stocks to the level of active holdings of all other stocks. The unit of observation is the fund-firm-quarter 

level. To evaluate the holdings size of stocks I use two additional benchmark-adjusted measures, 

“Market Tilt” and “Portfolio Tilt” developed by Cohen, Polk and Silli (2010). Market Tilt uses each stock’s 
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CRSP market weight as a benchmark, while Portfolio Tilt uses a fund-specific benchmark.  For more 

information on the construction of these benchmarks see Appendix B. As indicated, the dependent 

variable is the Portfolio Weight, Market Tilt or Portfolio Tilt adjusted level of holdings of each stock. The 

independent variable of interest is a dummy variable that identifies a stock as being connected.  A 

positive coefficient for this variable indicates that funds in the director network hold larger levels of 

connected stocks. Where indicated, controls were used to account for fund and stock specific factors.  

The fund controls include a variable for the fund’s style. The stock-specific factors include variables for 

the stock’s size, value, and 12-month return momentum6. Going forward this set of controls is termed 

“DGTW Controls”.   Fund and quarter fixed effects are included.  

(Insert Table 4 about Here) 

In five of the six specifications of the model the connected dummy variable is positive, ranging 

from 0.035 to 0.086 percentage points, and statistically significant (t=2.61 to t=11.15).  Conditional on 

funds holding a stock, funds hold 6 to 12 percent larger relative stakes in connected stocks than 

unconnected stocks. The Portfolio Tilt specification without controls is significantly negative -0.00054 

(t=-3.31). However, after adding the control variables, the coefficient on the connected dummy turns 

positive and statistically significant, 0.00042 (t=2.61). 

The results of the timeline and regression analysis provide evidence that the fund-firm 

relationships formed through the director network affect the fund’s portfolio choices. Mutual funds hold 

larger stakes in connected stocks compared to unconnected stocks.  This result is a necessary but not 

                                                           
6
 The DGTW benchmarks are available via 

http://www.smith.umd.edu/faculty/rwermers/ftpsite/Dgtw/coverpage.htm 
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sufficient condition in demonstrating the director network leads to information flow at mutual funds. In 

addition to information flow (Cohen, Frazzini and Malloy (2008), Duan, Hotchkiss and Jiao (2011)), 

research shows that familiarity bias (Huberman, 2001), and non-information based network effects 

(Cohen and Schmidt, 2009) can lead to outsized connected holdings. Based on my holdings results alone, 

is not clear if the larger holdings of director connected stocks is driven by a familiarity bias or 

information effect. 

IV. Results: The Director Network and Mutual Fund Returns 

This section explores the impact of the director network on the returns of connected stocks. If 

mutual fund managers use the director network to acquire information, the returns of the connected 

stocks managers actively hold should exceed the returns of connected stocks managers do not hold, and 

the returns of unconnected stocks.  

Table 5 presents data on the returns of portfolios composed of held connected stocks, unheld 

connected stocks and unconnected stocks using a calendar time approach. Each quarter stocks are 

assigned to the appropriate portfolios and the returns of the portfolios are calculated using one of three 

weighting methods: "equal-weighted," "percent-weighted" and "dollar-weighted".  The portfolios are 

rebalanced and the weights recalculated each quarter. Monthly returns are computed based on the 

assumption that funds do not change their holdings between quarters. The equal-weighted method 

assigns the same weight to each stock. In the equal-weighted method each stock is only counted once, a 

stock held by two funds receives the same weight as a stock held by one fund. While equally weighting 

stocks introduces the least bias, it is not representative of the manager’s conviction in each holding.  If a 
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manager feels strongly about the future positive performance of a stock he will overweight the holdings 

of that stock.  The percent-weighted and dollar-weighted portfolios attempt to capture the strength of a 

manger’s conviction in the stock.  The percent-weighted portfolios gives equal weight to each fund, but 

within each fund gives larger weight to stocks with higher holdings. The dollar-weighted method gives 

more weight to larger funds, and more weight to larger holdings within each fund. This weighting gives 

returns most similar to the returns of the entire mutual fund industry.  For more details on the 

construction of these weighting methodologies see Appendix B.  Weighting the unheld connected 

portfolio presents a problem as there are no holdings to weight.  The equal-weighted portfolio uses the 

same methodology as the connected and unconnected portfolios. For the percent-weighted and dollar-

weighted methods, the weighting for the corresponding unconnected stocks are used to weight the 

unheld connected stocks. Thus if Stock A is an unheld connected stock and received a 1 percent dollar 

weight in the unconnected portfolio, it would receive a 1 percent dollar weight in the unheld connected 

portfolio. 

Returns are risk-adjusted using four-factor alpha adjusted returns and DGTW characteristic 

adjusted returns. The four-factor alpha is the intercept of an OLS regression of monthly portfolio returns 

minus the risk free rate on the monthly returns of the three Fama-French (93) factors (MKTRF, SMB, 

HML) and the Carhart (97) momentum factor. DGTW characteristic adjusted returns are computed for 

each stock by subtracting the return of a value-weighted portfolio of all CRSP firms in the same size, 

market-book, and 12-month momentum quintile from each stock’s raw return7. The portfolio DGTW 

                                                           
7
 Benchmark Portfolios are obtained from Russ Wermer’s website. 
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adjusted return is then computed by aggregating the adjusted returns of each individual stock using the 

previously mentioned weighting methods.  

(Insert Table 5 about Here) 

Table 5 fails to provide evidence that the director network affects stock returns. Held connected 

stocks outperform unheld connected stocks in only 1 of the 6 specifications. The difference between the 

monthly risk-adjusted return of the held and unheld connected portfolios range from -0.3 percent to 0.1 

percent and is never statistically significant.  The held connected portfolio outperforms the unconnected 

portfolio in 4 of 6 specifications. Depending on the specification, the monthly difference between the 

two portfolios ranges from -0.1 percent to 0.1 percent and is never statistically significant.  

Table 5 includes two additional benchmark portfolios which attempt to adjust for factors 

specific to the connected stock. If information is transferred through the director network I expect the 

returns of connected stocks by connected funds to exceed the returns of those same stocks by 

unconnected funds (Column 4), and the returns of connected stocks by the connected fund, but before 

and after the connection is formed (Column 5).  This analysis helps to control for the possibility that the 

results are biased because over the period of the sample connected stocks experienced high or low 

returns. The connected portfolio fails to achieve greater returns than either of these benchmarks.  The 

returns of the connected portfolio exceed the returns of the portfolio composed of connected stocks 

held by unconnected funds in only 3 of the 6 specifications, ranging from -0.13 percent to 0.16 percent 

per month (t=-1.13 to t=0.95). Similarly, the returns of the connected portfolio exceed the returns of the 
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portfolio composed of connected stocks before and after the connection is formed in 3 of the 6 

specifications, ranging from -0.1 percent to 0.24 percent per month (t=-0.35 to t=0.79). 

Earnings Announcement CAR 

If investors extract information from networks, they should make the majority of their returns 

when the private information that is transferred through the network is announced to the public. 

Cohen, Frazzini and Malloy (2008) confirm this intuition, finding 91 percent of the total connection 

premium for the education network they studied was earned in the days surrounding corporate news 

announcements. This section focuses on stock returns in the days surrounding earnings announcements 

in order to isolate the information effect of director connections. 

Table 6 presents cumulative abnormal returns around earnings announcements for held 

connected stocks, unheld connected stocks, and unconnected stocks. The analysis of Table 8 uses the 

same weighting methodologies as Table 6. However, instead of weighting the monthly returns of each 

stock, the quarterly CAR around earnings announcements are weighted. To calculate abnormal returns a 

window of seven trading days [t=-1, t=5] around the scheduled quarterly earnings release was used.  The 

abnormal return each day is computed by subtracting the return of a size specific portfolio from the 

return of the firm. To calculate CAR, the abnormal returns over the seven days are summed. 

(Insert Table 6 about Here) 

Table 6 shows funds earn higher returns in connected stocks in the days surrounding earnings 

announcements. The quarterly CAR of the held connected portfolio was economically and statistically 

significant under all three specifications, ranging from 0.91 percent per quarter to 1.15 percent per 
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quarter. In all three specifications, the held connected portfolio outperformed the unheld connected 

portfolio. The difference between the two portfolios ranged from 0.63 percent to 1.16 percent per 

quarter and was statistically significant in all three specifications (t=2.07 to t=3.42). Similarly, the 

connected held portfolio outperformed the unconnected portfolio under all specifications. The 

difference between the two portfolios ranged from 0.60 percent to 0.84 percent per quarter and was 

statistically significant under all three specifications (t=2.20 to t=2.95).   

Furthermore, the earnings announcement CAR of the held connected portfolio exceeds the 

returns of the two alternate benchmarks.  In all three specifications the CAR of the held connected 

portfolio exceeded the CAR of the portfolio composed of connected stocks held by unconnected funds, 

ranging from 0.40 percent to 0.60 percent per quarter (t=2.09 to t=2.44). Similarly, the returns of the 

connected portfolio exceed the returns of the portfolio composed of connected stocks, before and after 

the connection is formed, in all three specifications, ranging from 0.36 percent to 1.57 percent per 

quarter (t=1.74 to t=3.16).These results demonstrate that the higher earnings announcement returns in 

the connected portfolio is not a reflection of the connected stocks as a whole having higher earnings 

announcement returns. Instead, connected funds hold the connected stocks that produce the largest 

returns around earnings announcements. 

Stock Returns Following Stock Purchases and Sales 

If mangers extract information from connected directors and incorporate the information into 

their portfolio decisions, the returns of stocks funds purchase should exceed the returns of stocks funds 

sell. Past research has shown an asymmetry exists with respect to purchases and sales. Cohen, Frazzini 
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and Malloy (2008) find only connected purchases predict future returns in the education network, while 

Duan, Hotchkiss and Jiao (2011) find only connected stock sales are predictive in the pension network. 

As the director network is distinct from the networks studied in other research, no clear hypothesis 

exists with regard to asymmetry.  

Table 7 presents monthly DGTW-adjusted returns of connected stocks following purchases and 

sales.  Each quarter the holdings of each connected stock are aggregated across all funds that hold the 

stock. After adjusting for price changes the difference in holdings quarter to quarter is then used to 

identify a stock as having experienced net buying or net selling activity. To weight the holdings of each 

stock in the purchased and sales portfolio, the same equal-weighted, dollar-weighted and percent-

weighted methodologies from the previous returns analysis are used. However, instead of weighting the 

absolute holdings, the unit of weighting is the change in holdings.  Panel A of Table 7 presents the 

returns of connected stocks following stock purchases. Panel B presents the returns of connected stocks 

following stock sales. Finally, Panel C analyzes the difference between the two portfolios.  Average 

monthly returns are presented over the following 1, 2, 3 and 4 quarters after the stock purchase or sale.  

(Insert Table 7 about Here) 

Table 7 fails to provide evidence that connected stock purchases and sales predict future stock 

returns. Both connected purchases and connected sales tend to precede positive future stock returns. 

Panel A shows in 11 of 12 specifications, connected purchases produced positive future returns ranging 

from -0.10 percent to 0.55 percent per month, although the result was never statistically significant (t=-

0.22 to t=1.33). Panel B shows the connected sales portfolio also produced positive returns in 11 of 12 
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specifications comparable to the level of the connected purchases portfolio. Panel C shows connected 

purchases outperform connected sales in 8 of the 12 specifications of the model, ranging from -0.72 

percent per month to 0.29 percent. The difference between the connected purchases and sales portfolio 

was never statistically significant (t=-1.34 to t=1.38). 

(Insert Table 8 about Here) 

Table 8 repeats the analysis of Table 7, but examines the future earnings announcement CAR of 

the connected stock purchases and sales portfolios instead of DGTW returns. Again both the connected 

purchases and connected sales portfolios produce positive returns. In contrast to the DGTW return 

analysis, the earnings announcement CAR of connected purchases does consistently exceed the earnings 

announcement CAR of connected sales.  The outperformance of connected purchases ranges from 0.12 

percent to 0.80 percent per quarter, and is borderline statistically significant under some specification 

(t=0.27 to 1.92). The lack of statistical significance can be partially contributed to the fact that analyzing 

stock purchases and sales requires reducing the sample size of each portfolio by more than 50 percent. 

Overall the results of this section lend support to the hypothesis that mutual funds use the 

director network to facilitate the acquisition of information on connected firms.  Consistent with the 

findings of Cohen, Frazzini and Malloy (2008), I find the director network facilitates information flow, 

and the information flow is concentrated around positive news.  This latter result is an extension of the 

finding that the held connections produce significant positive returns, but unheld connected stocks do 

not produce significant negative returns, as well as the finding that returns following stock purchases 

are positive, but returns following stock sales are not negative. Cohen, Frazzini and Malloy (2008) 
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conjecture this result may be due to senior firm officers being more reluctant to disclose negative news.  

My results contrast the findings of Duan, Hotchkiss and Jiao (2011) who find fund-firm networks 

facilitate negative information transfers.  

Cremers, Driessen, Maenhout and Weinbaum (2009) find that the impact of directors on mutual 

fund performance extends beyond their fiduciary fee negotiation responsibilities.  They show that 

director incentives explain the performance gap, but do not explicitly identify how a well-aligned 

director improves fund performance. My findings identify one possible mechanism; well-aligned 

directors facilitate the transfer of information to the fund, leading to abnormal returns in connected 

holdings.  

V. Results: The Director Network and AUM Fund Flows 

This section investigates if the fund-firm relationships created by the director network lead to 

increased fund flows for connected funds. Director and manager incentives spur an exchange of 

information within the director network. A similar set of incentives exists within the director network 

with respect to investable assets.  A mutual fund’s profitability is a function of its assets under 

management (AUM). Publicly traded firms guide the investment of large pools of money through 401(K) 

and pension plans. Like information flow, I hypothesize that mutual funds use the director network to 

facilitate asset flows from the connected firm to the fund.  

Panel A of Table 9 uses pooled OLS regressions, based on the methodology employed by Cohen 

and Schmidt (2009), to test if the director network impacts annual AUM fund flows.  Fund Flow is 

defined as the changes in a fund’s Total Net Assets (TNA) after adjusting for the returns of the fund. The 
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CRSP Mutual Fund database provides monthly TNA and return data for mutual funds.  For details on the 

methodology used to calculate Fund Flows see Appendix B. To be included in the sample for a given year 

funds must have TNA and return data for all twelve months of the year, and have TNA greater than $10 

million.  Funds which were involved in a fund merger over the life of the sample (either acquirer or 

target) are excluded. The independent variable of interest is the number of firms each fund is connected 

to. A set of controls is included in order to isolate the effect of the connection.   These controls include a 

variable for the fund's size, past returns and style.  The fund style controls are calculated by taking the 

weighted average of the DGTW characteristics (size, value, momentum) of the stocks held by each fund, 

and grouping funds into quintiles based on the fund average of each characteristic. This creates 125 

unique fund styles. Year fixed-effects are included and standard errors are clustered at the fund level.  

The dependent variable is the fund's annual fund flow (column 1), the probability the fund is in the 

highest quintile of fund flow for the year (column 2), and the probability the fund is in the lowest 

quintile of fund flow for the year (column 3). If funds use director connections to improve fund flows, 

more connected funds should have higher fund inflows, be more likely to experience fund flows in the 

highest quintile for the year, and be less likely to experience fund flows in the lowest quintile for the 

year. 

(Insert Table 9 about Here) 

The results of Table 9 show that director connections have a statistically and economically 

significant impact on annual fund flows. For each director connection, a fund increases its annual flow 

by 1.64 percentage points (t=5.23) or 8.5 percent in relative terms. With respect to the probability of the 

fund experiencing inflows in the highest and lowest quintiles of the mutual fund universe, the effect of 
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director connections is ambiguous. For each connection, the probability the fund is in the highest 

quintile increases by 0.61 percentage points (t=4.47). Contrary to the hypothesis of connections helping 

AUM inflow, I find each connection increases the probability the fund is in the lowest quintile by 0.21 

percentage points (t=1.45). 

Panel B of Table 9 expands the fund flow analysis by distinguishing between connections that 

the fund holds, and connections that the fund does not hold. Cohen and Schmidt (2009) find evidence of 

a reciprocatory relationship between funds and firms. They show that funds overweight holdings in 

firms for whom they are the 401(K) trustee, and these overweight holdings are not linked to any 

information effect as measured by abnormal returns. If a similar reciprocatory relationship occurs in the 

director network, I expect the fund flow benefits associated with held connections to be greater than 

the fund flow benefits derived from unreciprocated unheld connections.  I find each held connection 

increases annual fund flow by 4.43 percentage points (t=4.24), increases the probability the fund is in 

the top fund flow quintile by 1.07 percentage points (t=2.36), and decreases the probability the fund is 

in the lowest fund flow quintile by 1.71 percentage points (t=-4.48). The effect of unheld connections on 

fund flow is less clear. Each connection the fund does not hold increases annual fund flow by 1.18 

percentage points (t=3.33), increases the probability the fund is in the top fund flow quintile by 0.53 

percentage points (t=3.46), but also increases the probability the fund is in the lowest fund flow quintile 

by 0.53 percentage points (t=3.19).  

My results extend the understanding of how mutual funds secure AUM inflows. Cohen and 

Schmidt (2009) explore the impact of 401(K) relationships on the fund, finding mutual funds use 

reciprocating relationships with publicly traded firms to secure 401(K) trusteeships, which in turn insures 
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constant fund flows into the fund.  While I do not explicitly identify 401(K) or Pension trusteeships as the 

inflow increasing mechanism, my result can be interpreted as implicit evidence that the director 

network is involved in the 401(K) and Pension trusteeship process. 

VI. Conclusion 

 This paper investigates the impact of the director network on the portfolio choices, investment 

returns and fund flows of mutual funds.  I find funds hold larger stakes in connected stocks, and these 

holdings earn superior CAR around earnings announcements, lending support to the hypothesis that the 

holdings are information driven. In addition to information flow, I find the director network facilitates 

asset inflows into the fund. Connected funds experience higher fund inflows than unconnected funds, 

and the effect is especially pronounced when the fund holds the connected firm.  

Overall, the results of this paper suggest that the director network plays an integral role in the 

exchange of information and favors between mutual funds and publicly traded firms. Due to data 

limitations, this paper conservatively measures the director network. I expect the true scope of the 

director network to be larger than what is presented.  
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Appendix A: Data Collection 

Describing the director employment network was a multi-step process. First, the names of the 

directors of mutual funds had to be collected. Next, the mutual funds where the director worked and 

when they worked there had to be identified. Lastly, the public companies the directors worked at and 

when they worked there had to be identified. A fund-firm connection was defined as when an individual 

was the director of a mutual fund and employee of a fund company in the same year. 

The first step in describing the director employment network was to identify the names of 

everyone who was on the board of directors of any mutual fund during the period 2000 to 2008.  This 

information was obtained from Standard & Poor’s Capital IQ database (Capital IQ).  For each person 

listed in the database, Capital IQ also lists any affiliations the person has with publicly traded companies. 

This information is used to crosscheck the validity of each place of employment I identified. 

The Capital IQ database has two shortcomings. It does not accurately identify the fund company 

– mutual fund relationship. This leads to an incomplete mapping of the director employment network. 

Secondly, it does not provide the timeframe of each director affiliation.  The first shortcoming stems 

from the structuring of mutual funds. In the mutual fund industry the highest level of organization is the 

fund family. An example of a mutual fund family would be Vanguard or Fidelity.  The next level of 

organization is known as the fund company. The fund company is the relevant unit for SEC filings, and is 

identified by a specific Central Index Key (CIK) number. A fund family can be comprised of one or many 

fund companies, there is no industry standard. Each fund company has one board of directors. Thus, I 

identify directors at the fund company level. In turn, each fund company is comprised of one to many 
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mutual funds. All holdings data is at the mutual fund level. When studying the effect director 

connections have on mutual funds it is necessary to analyze the data at a consistent level of organization 

(fund family, fund company or mutual fund). Capital IQ fails in this respect, as it does not provide mutual 

fund affiliations in a consistent manner.  

The Capital IQ database also fails to provide the exact dates that each director was affiliated 

with each mutual fund and public company.  Suppose Capital IQ lists John Smith as being a director for 

Vanguard and an employee of General Electric.  Without the exact dates of each affiliation it is unclear if 

a director connection exists. For example, suppose John Smith had been a director at Vanguard from 

2000 to 2003, and worked at General Electric from 2005 to 2008.  In this case no director connection 

would exist. Furthermore, in studying the effect of director connections on mutual funds, I only 

considered current director connections. Suppose Lou Jones was a director at Fidelity from 2004 to 

2008, and worked at IBM from 2002 to 2006. By my definition, a director connection would only exist in 

the years 2004 to 2006, when Lou was simultaneously a director at Fidelity and an employee of IBM. 

Since Capital IQ does not provide the exact dates of each affiliation, using only this database it is 

impossible to identify which years the connection exists. 

To overcome the shortcomings of the Capital IQ database, I use a methodology similar to the 

procedure employed by Kuhnen (2009). First I use the Capital IQ database to identify the names of all 

persons listed as directors of mutual funds. Fund companies are required to list their board of directors 

in Form N-CSR (the N-30D form prior to 2003), and public companies are required to list their Directors, 

Executive Officers and Corporate Governance in Form 10-K. Thus, by searching all Form N-CSR [and N-

30D] fund company filings and Form 10-K public company filings from 2000 to 2008 in the SEC Edgar 
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Database for the names identified in the Capital IQ database, I was able to map the board of directors 

for each fund company for each year, and the public companies these directors where affiliated with 

each year. By cross-referencing the identified director information (director name and year) from Form 

N-CSR and Form 10-K I am able to identify director connections for each year from 2000 to 2008.  

Each year there are approximately 4,000 N-CSR forms filed and 10,000 10-K forms filed with the 

SEC. Because of the massive volume of information filed by mutual funds and public companies it is 

necessary to automate the search for director names. To automate this process I used a modified 

version of the web crawler algorithm developed by Engelberg and Sankaraguruswamy (2007) which 

allows researchers to “crawl” the SEC Edgar Database, accessing information disclosed by firms. 

Successfully running the web crawler algorithm requires the information I want to search within the 

form and the internet locations of the form, in this case the N-CSR, N-30D and 10-K forms. The location 

of every SEC form is documented in master.idx files located at: ftp://www.sec.gov/edgar/full-index/. For 

each form, this database provides a web location, date, form type, company name and company CIK 

number.  Filtering the entire database by form type allowed me to isolate the locations of Form N-CSR, 

N-30D and 10-K from over 600 SEC form types. 

Once the locations of the forms were established, I used the algorithm to “crawl” each form for 

the names identified in the Capital IQ Database.  The output of this process was a database which stated 

the date, form type, company name, company CIK and director name. By cross-referencing the names 

and years in the resulting Form N-CSR database with the Form 10-K database, I was able to identify 

director connections for each year from 2000 to 2008. Once the connections were identified, I cross-

referenced each connection with the original Capital IQ database which lists the affiliated companies of 
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each director. A connection is only kept if the public firm in the connection is also listed as an affiliated 

company in the Capital IQ database. This additional robustness measure eliminates approximately half 

of the connections in the sample. However, it insures that I am not including spurious connections 

where John Smith who works at Vanguard and IBM, is not confused with a different John Smith who is 

an employee of GE. 

The director employment information obtained from the Capital IQ database was supplemented 

using information from the Compustat Execucomp database. The Compustat Execucomp database 

provides the first, middle and last name of corporate executives, as well as the firm they work for and 

when they work there. These names were then used to search all Form N-CSR (and N-30D) fund 

company filings using the Engelberg Sankaraguruswamy (2007) algorithm. By cross-referencing the two 

datasets I was able to identify addition director connections.  

Lastly, I remove fund employees from the director connection database using two methods. 

Capital IQ maintains a dataset identifying fund employees. I cross-referenced the names in this dataset 

against names in my director’s connection dataset, removing any names that appeared in both datasets. 

The second robustness measure focuses on the number of directors connecting a fund and firm in a 

given year. If three or more directors have the same fund-firm connection in a given year, I remove the 

directors from the sample under the assumption that the directors are employees of the fund. If the 

firm has a “Finance or Insurance” NAICS code, the cut off is two or more directors. This process is to 

remove instances where the fund is a subsidiary of a publically traded firm, and thus all non-

independent directors of the fund are also employees of the firm. 
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The SEC mutual fund fillings are at the fund company level. As a result, the connections 

database connects publically trading companies with fund companies. However, mutual fund holding 

data is recorded at the mutual fund level. Thus the next step of the data collection involved mapping 

fund companies to the mutual funds they oversee. 

A fund company is required to list all of the mutual funds that they oversee in Form NSAR-B, line 

007C. Unlike Form N-CSR, N-30D and 10-K, Form NSAR-B is uniformly structured. Thus, I did not need to 

individually search for each mutual fund’s name. The fund company – mutual fund mapping algorithm 

searches Form NSAR-B, extracting any line beginning with “007C”. It then uses “regular expression” 

coding techniques to isolate the mutual fund name from the line. The output of this algorithm 

(combined with a similar algorithm for a single mutual fund, fund companies that searches line “001A”) 

is a database which contains all of the underlying mutual funds for each fund company each year.  

Merging this database with the director connection database creates a new database which contains 

director connections at the mutual fund level. 

After identifying director connections at the mutual fund level, the next step in the data 

collection process was to connect the director connections database to the mutual fund holdings 

database. This is an essential step in studying how director connections affect the portfolio choice and 

investment performance. Mutual fund holdings data is contained in the Thompson/s12 Database. 

Because there is no shared identifier between the s12 database and the director connections database, 

the mutual fund names need to be matched between the two databases using fuzzy logic algorithms. 

Further complicating matters is the fact that the mutual fund names listed in the s12 database are 

incomplete.  To solve this problem the CRSP Mutual Fund database is used in the matching process. The 
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CRSP Mutual Fund database lists more complete mutual fund names than the s12 database. The two 

databases share a common identifier via the MFLINKS file. Thus, I matched the mutual fund names in 

the CSRP Mutual Fund database with my director connections database, and then linked the mutual 

fund matches to names in the s12 database via the MFLINKS file. 

The mutual fund names in each database are not always spelled exactly the same. As a result I 

cannot simply cross-reference the names using a tradition database merge. Over the nine years spanned 

by the sample there are 33,971 mutual fund entries in the CRSP database which need to be matched to 

the mutual fund names from the director connections database. The large size of the sample 

necessitates automating the process using a name matching algorithm.  In addition to their web crawler 

algorithm, Engelberg and Sankaraguruswamy (2007) make available an effective name matching 

algorithm8 which outputs a score for each name match. This algorithm greatly reduced the amount of 

matching that needed to be done by hand. This process allowed me to match 32,596 of 33,971 entries 

(94.3 percent) in the CRSP database with my director connection database. After using MFLINKS to 

connect the CRSP database to the s12 database, I successfully identified matches for 4710 of 5087 funds 

in the s12 database. The reason for the smaller number of funds in the s12 database is because it 

includes only mutual funds, whereas the CRSP database includes funds and any underlying fund classes. 

  

                                                           
8 SAS also has built-in “fuzzy” text matching algorithms.  In practice I found the matching algorithm 
provided by Engelberg and Sankaraguruswamy (2007) to be much more effective than the SAS 
algorithms. I am greatly indebted to them for providing these algorithms which greatly improved my 
ability to gather the database used in this paper. 
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Appendix B: Holding Size Measurement Details 

Holdings Size Measurements 

“Percent Held,” is the proportion of connected and unconnected funds holding a given stock. If 10 Funds 

were connected to Stock B in the first quarter of 2005, and two of the funds held Stock B, the “Percent 

Held” statistic would equal 2/10 or 0.20.   

“Portfolio Weight,” is the portfolio weight of a stock within the fund’s portfolio. If the fund has 

$1,000,000 in total holdings and holds $10,000 of stock A, stock A would have a portfolio weight of 1 

percent. Formally: 

Portfolio Weight = Stock A Fund Portfolio Weight = (Dollar Holdings of Stock A by Fund B)/ (Total Dollar Holdings 

of Fund B) 

 

Cohen, Polk and Silli (2010), propose two additional benchmark-adjusted measures to gauge a 

manager’s view on mispricing.  The first, “Market Tilt”, compares the portfolio weights of a stock in a 

given mutual fund to the market capitalization weight of the stock. This would be the appropriate 

adjustment to use if managers are benchmarked against the total market. Thus if a stock has a 2 percent 

weight in the fund’s portfolio, and a 0.5 percent market capitalization weight, it would have a market tilt 

of 1.5 percent. Formally: 

Market Tilt = Stock A Portfolio Weight in Fund B – (Stock A CRSP Universe Weight) 
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Because not all managers are benchmarked against the market, Cohen, Silli and Polk (2010) 

argue that Market Tilt is not always the appropriate benchmark adjustment to use.  Instead the ideal 

benchmark would be one relevant to the specific manager. They formulate a manager specific 

benchmark, “Portfolio Tilt.” This measure is constructed as the market capitalization weighted portfolio 

of stocks contained in the manager’s portfolio. Specifically, “suppose that a portfolio consisted of Stocks 

A and B, each of which make up only a very tiny fraction of the stock market. Further, suppose that Stock 

A has twice the market capitalization of Stock B. Then, in this weighting scheme, Stock A would have a 

benchmark weight of 66.67 percent, and Stock B a benchmark weight of 33.33 percent. If the portfolio 

held equal dollar amounts of Stock A and Stock B, Stock A would be viewed as being underweight by 

16.67 percent, while Stock B as being overweight by 16.67 percent.” Formally Portfolio Tilt is defined as:  

Portfolio Tilt = Stock A Fund Portfolio Weight – (Stock A Market Capitalization /Aggregate Fund Market 

Capitalization) 

 

Portfolio Return Weighting Methods 

"Equal-Weighted" - Each stock is given equal weight. In the equal-weighted portfolio, if multiple funds 

hold a stock, I count that stock only once. A stock held by two funds receives the same weight as a stock 

held by one fund.   
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Stock A Equal Weight = 1/(Number of Stocks in Portfolio B) 
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"Percent-Weighted" – Gives larger weight to stocks with larger portfolio weights. Fund size is not a 

factor. 

Stock A Percent Weight = (Portfolio Weight of Stock A in Fund B)/(Aggregate of all Stocks Portfolio 

Weights) 
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"Dollar-Weighted" – Gives larger weight to stocks with larger dollar holdings. Thus the holdings of larger 

funds receive more weight than the holdings of smaller funds. 

Stock A Dollar Weight = (Holdings of Stock A in Fund B)/ (Aggregate of all Stocks Holdings).  
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Fund Flow Measures 

“Fund Flow” is defined as the changes in a fund’s Total Net Assets (TNA) after adjusting for the returns 

of the fund. The CRSP Mutual Fund database provides monthly TNA and return data for mutual funds. 

Formally Monthly Flow is defined as: 
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Monthly Flow = Fund A’s Total Net Assets in Month t – (1-Retutrn of Fund A in Month t)*(Fund A’s Total 

Net Assets in Month t-1.) 

 

Annually Flow is defined as the aggregate of all the monthly flows for a given year divided by the total 

net assets in the previous year. 
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Panel A: Aggregate Fund Data Total Unique Mean Median Min Max N

Fund Companies per Year 1272 1000 1012 865 1081 9

Mutual Funds per Year 4190 2993 3022 2708 3153 9

Connections per Year 4342 1365 1435 821 1682 9

Held Connections per Quarter 849 212 232 40 278 36

Panel B: Fund Level Data Mean Median Min Max N

Independent Directors per Fund Company per Year 4.64 4 0 27 8966

Connections per Fund Company per Year 1.37 0 0 11 8966

Connected Firms Held per Mutual Fund per Quarter 0.11 0 0 10 101990

Table 1: Sample Overview

Summary Statistics: Director Connections,2000-2008

Note - Table 1 reports summary statistics for the sample. Panel A presents data on the size of the sample, specifically the number of 

fund companies, funds, connections and held connections. Unique observations refer to the number of unique observations over 

the 9 year sample period.  Results are present at the quarter or year level as specified.  Panel B presents the number directors and 

connections for each fund company averaged across all fund companies over all years or quarters as specified. The fourth row of 

Panel B presents data at the mutual fund level. Most Fund Companies are comprised of many mutual fund, with an average of 

approximately three. 
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Panel A: Firm-Connections Mean Median Min Max N

Proportion of CRSP Stock Universe Connected

   of Stocks 0.039 0.042 0.022 0.048 9

   of Total Market Value 0.145 0.134 0.111 0.190 9

Proportion of CRSP Stock Universe  that is a Held Connection

   of Stocks 0.011 0.012 0.003 0.014 36

   of Total Market Value 0.080 0.079 0.042 0.122 36

Panel B:  Connected Firm Size ($Billions) Mean Median Min Max N

Connected Firm Size 8.57 1.49 0.00 512.83 2462

Held Connected Firm Size 16.01 4.19 0.07 441.86 686

Average Firm Size in CRSP 2.81 0.32 0.00 556.96 47600

Table 2: Connected Firm Characteristics

Summary Statistics: Director Connections, Firm Data, 2000-2008

Note - Table 2 presents summary statistics on the scope of connected firms, the size of connected firms and the funds that 

hold connected firms.  Panel A shows the proportion of CRSP stocks that are connected to funds, and  the proportion of 

CRSP stocks that are held by at least 1 connected fund. The data is presented as the proportion of stocks and as the total 

market value of all stocks.  Panel B shows the market capitalization of connected firms, held connected firms and stocks 

within the mutual fund sample,  expressed in billions, and collected annually.
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Panel A: Connection Formation (+/- 2Years)

N Pre Formation Post Formation Difference

Percent Held 4407 0.07852 0.08757 0.00905

3.10

Portfolio Weight 4407 0.00067 0.00078 0.00012

2.38

Panel B: Connection Termination (+/- 2 Years)

Pre Termination Post Termination Difference

Percent Held 3071 0.09663 0.08535 -0.01128

-2.99

Portfolio Weight 3071 0.00095 0.00070 -0.00024

-3.79

Table 3: Director Connection Formation Holdings Timeline

Note - Table 3 analyzes the relationship between the timeline of the connection and the connected funds level of 

holdings of the connected firm for each fund-firm connection using paired T-Tests. Panel A compares the level of 

holdings of each fund-firm connection in the 8 quarters prior to the formation of the connection and in the 8 quarters 

following the formation of the connection. Panel B compares the level of holdings of each fund-firm connection in the 

8 quarters prior to the termination of the connection and in the 8 quarters following the termination of the connection. 

The year of the connection formation and termination are excluded from the analysis. Holdings are measured in two 

different ways. The percent held measure is the proportion of funds that hold the connected stock. The portfolio 

weight measure is the average portfolio weight of the firm in each fund, including funds that do not hold the firm. T-

Stats are reported below the coefficient estimates.
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Dependent Variable N Connected Controls Fixed Effect R2

Portfolio Weight 11617966 0.00045 Yes Quarter, Fund 0.694

6.43

Market Tilt 11617966 0.00035 Yes Quarter, Fund 0.694

5.32

Portfolio Tilt 11617966 0.00042 Yes Fund 0.043

2.61

Table 4: OLS Regression: Conditional Holdings in Connected vs. Unconnected Stocks

Note - Table 4 reports  pooled OLS quarterly regress ions  of mutual  fund portfol io weights  in connected and 

unconnected s tocks . The sample period is  2000 to 2008, and the units  of observation are fund-stock-quarter. 

Three di fferent dependent variable are used to measure the weight of a  fund’s  holding. Portfol io Weight 

(*Stock's  Holdings+/*Fund's  Total  Holdings+), Market Ti l t (Stock's  Fund Portfol io Weight – Stock's  Market 

Capita l i zation Weight) and Portfol io Ti l t (Stock’s  Fund Portfol io Weight – (Stock's  Market Cap/Aggregate Fund 

Market Capita l i zation). The independent variable of interest i s  a  dummy variable identi fying a  s tock as  

connected. The control  variables  included are %STYLE, the percentage of the fund’s  tota l  net assets  invested in 

the s tyle corresponding to the s tock being cons idered (per Cohen et a l . [2008]), and quinti les   of market va lue of 

equity, book to market, and past 12-month return (As  provided by DGTW). Quarter and Fund fixed effects  are 

included. The Portfol io Ti l t measure does  not include quartly fixed effects  as  the construction of the s tatis tic 

a leady accounts  for quartly vara i tions . T-Stats  are reported below the coefficient estimates .  
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N Connected Funds Connected Funds Unconnected Funds Unconnected  Funds Connected Funds

Held Stocks Unheld Stocks All Stocks Connected Stocks  Before/After Connection

Long/Short Long/Short Long/Short Long/Short

Panel A: FF 4-Factor Model

Equal Weighted 108 0.0023 -0.0023 -0.0014 -0.0013 -0.0006

1.46 -1.35 -0.66 -1.13 -0.35

Dollar Weighted 108 0.0010 0.0009 0.0010 0.0015 0.0005

0.32 0.23 0.31 0.62 0.12

Percent Weighted 108 0.0009 -0.0012 0.0000 0.0016 0.0024

0.43 -0.50 -0.02 0.95 0.79

Panel B: DGTW

Equal Weighted 108 0.000 -0.001 0.001 -0.001 -0.001

-0.10 -0.62 0.19 -0.89 -0.30

Dollar Weighted 108 -0.004 -0.003 -0.001 -0.001 -0.001

-0.85 -0.88 -0.24 -0.49 -0.27

Percent Weighted 108 -0.002 -0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001

-0.54 -0.57 0.38 0.67 0.30

Note - Table 5 reports calendar time portfolio returns.  At the beginning of every calendar quarter, stocks in each mutual fund portfolio are 

assigned to one of five portfolios (connected held, connected not held, unconnected, unconnected funds-connected firms and connected 

funds-before/after connection). Monthly returns are computed for the holdings of each portfolio between quarters based on the 

assumption that funds did not change their holdings between quarters. Portfolios are rebalanced every calendar quarter. Where indicated 

stocks are equally weighted, weighted by the fund's dollar holdings (dollar holdings/total portfolio dollar holdings) or weighted by their 

weight in their fund's portfolio (portfolio percent holding/aggregate percent holding).   Returns are risk-adjusted using four-factor alpha 

adjusted returns and DGTW characteristic adjusted returns.  T-Stats are reported below the coefficient estimates.

Table 5: Connected Returns: 2000-2008
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N Connected Funds Connected Funds Unconnected Funds Unconnected  Funds Connected Funds

Held Stocks Unheld Stocks All Stocks Connected Stocks  Before/After Connection

Long/Short Long/Short Long/Short Long/Short

Earnings Announcement CAR

Equal Weighted 36 0.0096 0.0066 0.0079 0.0040 0.0036

4.33 2.35 2.95 2.40 1.74

Dollar Weighted 36 0.0115 0.0116 0.0084 0.0060 0.0157

3.30 3.42 2.27 2.03 2.80

Percent Weighted 36 0.0091 0.0063 0.0060 0.0046 0.0099

3.58 2.07 2.20 2.44 3.16

Note - Table 6 reports calendar time portfolio earnings announcement CAR. At the beginning of every calendar quarter, stocks in each 

mutual fund portfolio are assigned to one of five portfolios (connected held, connected not held, unconnected, unconnected funds-

connected firms and connected funds-before/after connection).   Quarterly earnings announcement CAR [t=-1, t=+5] are computed for each 

stock each quarter. Abnormal returns are computed by adjusting returns using size adjusted portfolio.  Portfolios are rebalanced every 

calendar quarter.  To determine the return of each portfolio, the CAR of the stocks within each portfolio are equally weighted, weighted by 

the fund's dollar holdings (dollar holdings/total portfolio dollar holdings), weighted by their weight in their fund's portfolio (portfolio 

percent holding/aggregate percent holding), or weighted by the number of funds that hold (or don't hold) the stock.  T-Stats are reported 

below the coefficient estimates.

Table 6: Connected Returns around Earnings Announcements: 2000-2008
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Panel A: Purchases N RET(t+1) RET(t+1,t+2) RET(t+1,t+3) RET(t+1,t+4)

Equal Weighted 35 0.0014 0.0051 0.0046 0.0039

0.29 1.20 1.33 1.28

Dollar Weighted 35 0.0022 0.0039 0.0055 0.0039

0.42 0.84 1.29 1.10

Percent Weighted 35 -0.0010 0.0035 0.0052 0.0041

-0.22 0.66 1.10 1.10

Panel B: Sales N RET(t,t+1) RET(t,t+2) RET(t,t+3) RET(t,t+4)

Equal Weighted 35 0.0022 0.0022 0.0028 0.0034

0.47 0.52 0.78 1.11

Dollar Weighted 35 -0.0007 0.0022 0.0048 0.0050

-0.11 0.41 1.22 1.43

Percent Weighted 35 0.0062 0.0055 0.0041 0.0020

0.90 0.82 0.81 0.47

Panel C: Long/Short N RET(t,t+1) RET(t,t+2) RET(t,t+3) RET(t,t+4)

Equal Weighted 35 -0.0008 0.0029 0.0018 0.0005

-0.38 1.38 1.11 0.53

Dollar Weighted 35 0.0029 0.0017 0.0007 -0.0011

0.38 0.34 0.18 -0.37

Percent Weighted 35 -0.0072 -0.0020 0.0011 0.0021

-1.34 -0.47 0.35 0.62

Table 7: Connected Returns: Following Purchases and Sales 2000-2008

Note – Table 7 presents calendar time portfolio DGTW-adjusted returns following the purchase and sales of connected 

stocks. Each quarter the holdings of each connected stock are aggregated across all funds that hold the stock. The price 

change adjusted difference in holdings quarter to quarter is then used to identify a stock as having experienced buying or 

selling activity. To weight the holdings of each stock in the purchased and sales portfolio, the equal weighted, dollar 

weighted and percent weighted methodologies are used.  Instead of weighting the absolute holdings the unit of 

weighting is the change in holdings.  Panel A of Table 7 presents the returns of connected stocks following stock 

purchases. Panel B presents the returns of connected stocks following stock sales. Finally, Panel C analyzes the difference 

between the two portfolios.  Average monthly returns are presented over the following 1,2,3 and 4 quarters after the 

stock purchase or sale (Column 1 through 4). T-Stats are reported below the coefficient estimates.
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Panel A: Purchases N CAR(t+1) CAR(t+1,t+2) CAR(t+1,t+3) CAR(t+1,t+4)

Equal Weighted 35 0.0116 0.0108 0.0103 0.0086

3.86 4.25 4.88 5.77

Dollar Weighted 35 0.0213 0.0193 0.0146 0.0118

2.58 3.49 3.52 4.25

Percent Weighted 35 0.0167 0.0138 0.0135 0.0117

2.33 2.96 3.62 4.73

Panel B: Sales N CAR(t,t+1) CAR(t,t+2) CAR(t,t+3) CAR(t,t+4)

Equal Weighted 35 0.0068 0.0056 0.0054 0.0056

2.01 2.82 3.65 4.25

Dollar Weighted 35 0.0188 0.0132 0.0119 0.0106

3.21 3.89 4.39 4.97

Percent Weighted 35 0.0087 0.0065 0.0056 0.0057

1.57 1.67 1.53 2.38

Panel C: Long/Short N CAR(t,t+1) CAR(t,t+2) CAR(t,t+3) CAR(t,t+4)

Equal Weighted 35 0.0048 0.0052 0.0049 0.0030

1.24 1.56 1.80 1.52

Dollar Weighted 35 0.0025 0.0061 0.0027 0.0012

0.27 1.04 0.59 0.35

Percent Weighted 35 0.0080 0.0073 0.0079 0.0060

0.88 1.30 1.63 1.92

Table 8: Connected Earning Announcement CAR: Following Purchases and Sales 2000-2008

Note – Table 8 presents calendar time portfolio earnings announcement CAR following the purchase and sales of 

connected stocks. Each quarter the holdings of each connected stock are aggregated across all funds that hold the stock. 

The price change adjusted difference in holdings quarter to quarter is then used to identify a stock as having experienced 

net buying or net selling activity. Quarterly earnings announcement CAR [t=-1, t=+5] are computed for each stock each 

quarter. Abnormal returns are computed by adjusting returns using size adjusted portfolio.  Portfolios are rebalanced 

every calendar quarter.  To weight the holdings of each stock in the purchased and sales portfolio, the equal weighted, 

dollar weighted and percent weighted methodologies are used.  Instead of weighting the absolute holdings the unit of 

weighting is the change in holdings.  Panel A of Table 7 presents the returns of connected stocks following stock 

purchases. Panel B presents the returns of connected stocks following stock sales. Finally, Panel C analyzes the difference 

between the two portfolios.  Average quarterly earnings announcement CAR are presented over the following 1,2,3 and 4 

quarters after the stock purchase or sale (Column 1 through 4). T-Stats are reported below the coefficient estimates.
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Panel A: Director Connections and Fund Flow

Flow P(Top 20%) P(Bottom 20%)

# of Connections 0.0164 0.0061 0.0021

5.23 4.47 1.45

Lag TNA -0.0842 -0.0386 -0.0072

-17.38 -22.74 -3.82

Lag Return 0.1464 0.1052 -0.0899

1.84 2.15 -1.96

Flow to Style 0.9679 0.1859 -0.0897

8.42 6.21 -5.32

Constant 0.3605 0.2726 0.2994

7.22 14.57 17.23

R^2 0.1245 0.0696 0.0146

Observations 26562 26591 26591

Panel B: Held and Unheld Director Connections and Fund Flow

Flow P(Top 20%) P(Bottom 20%)

# of Held Connections 0.0443 0.0107 -0.0171

4.24 2.36 -4.48

# of Unheld Connections 0.0118 0.0053 0.0053

3.33 3.46 3.19

Lag TNA -0.0861 -0.0389 -0.0059

-17.91 -22.63 -3.10

Lag Return 0.1471 0.1054 -0.0903

1.84 2.15 -1.95

Flow to Style 0.9686 0.1860 -0.0901

8.42 6.20 -5.32

Constant 0.3712 0.2744 0.2921

7.44 14.65 16.74

R^2 0.1248 0.0697 0.0158

Observations 26562 26591 26591

Table 9: Fund Flows to Connected Funds 2000-2008

Note - Table 9 present the results of a pooled OLS regression, based on the methodology used by Cohen and Schmidt 

(2009), to test if director connections impact annual AUM fund flows.  Fund Flow is defined as the changes in a fund’s 

Total Net Assets (TNA) after adjusting for the returns of the fund. The independent variable of interest is the number 

of firms each fund is connected to. A set of controls are included in order to isolate the effect of the connection.   

These controls include a variable for the fund's size, past returns and style.  Year fixed-effects are included and 

standard errors are clustered at the fund level.  The dependent variable is the fund's annual fund flow (column 1), the 

probability the fund is in the highest quintile of fund flow for the year (column 2), and the probability the fund is in 

the lowest quintile of fund flow for the year (column 3).  Panel A of Table 1 focuses on all connections, while panel B 

distinguishes between held and unheld connections. T-stats are presented below the coefficient estimate of each 

variable.


